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Preface I Introduction 
According to the <People 's Daily>: the gay community in China numbers between 5 and 10 million people. 
With rapid economical development and social reforming beginning in 1980, the door to tolerance began 
to open gradually and gay life started coming out in China after long term prohibition. Recently, more 
and more people, especially those from the well educated new generation, struggle to come out from 
Fig. 0-1: Love on the Bund (Overlooking Pu Dong New District) 
behind the forbidden walls. 
like the West, in China, gay men and women flock to the big cities from 
smaller towns and villages. Shanghai, the economic and cultural center of 
China, has always been considered as the birthplace of the modern and 
the heaven for homosexuality. (See Fig. 0-1) 
In Shanghai, as reports tell, 4-5% of the population is homosexuals (7 
July 2000), that is, Shanghai has a total approximately 800,000 gay 
people. Although the majority of the gay people can gather and socialize 
2 
in places openly known as gay hangouts, such as restaurants, bars, public bathrooms and parks, they 
still live inside the shadows because of strong feelings of guilty and considered social outcasts. 
The "Suzhou He Film Studio, Bar I T ongzhi Community" project will be a milestone to build 
architecture habitat in the modern Chinese social environment. With a big view to the whole city of the 
intension of this project is to construct sufficient buildings and facilities with a goal of providing those 
disenfranchised gay groups with a deeper sense of belonging and community. 
Rooted in the traditional Shanghai Longtang neighborhood (refer to Page 40), new functional 
components will naturally build up as the new lifestyle gradually grows and is accepted. As a visual 
corridor, the pathway will connect various portions of existing and new building fabrics. Within the 
mixing content, the coding system indicates particular uses of space, providing security and physical 
safety for certain gay communities. "To see and to be seen" is essentially conducted by creation of the 
spaces between the old and new, along with facilitating new layouts and sections. 
The film studio and bar will be a designated site for audiences to become involved in the film production 
and appreciation. The natural environment extending from the city neighborhood constructs a safe 
urban space where people will enjoy the romance of a homosexual lifestyle. By bringing people inside of 
Fig. 0-2: Film at Yuyuan Garden 
3 
movie theaters, the project intends to break the boundaries among groups of people, films, real life, the 
city's physical context and the imaginations found in films and dreams. (See Fig. 0-2) 
4 
Part 1: Chinese Homosexuality Tradition: 
Same Sex Tolerance in Chinese History 
Before starting this project, I must admit that like most people from China, I considered the Chinese 
culture as sexually repressive. I thought that homosexuality was an imported culture, like Hollywood 
Movie, MacDonald's Hamburger and Starbucks Coffee. After having completed this research, I was 
deeply surprised by the truth that the Chinese historical tradition of homosexuality can be tracked to at 
least the Bronze Age, which was about 4,000 years ago. 
The long duration of tolerance allowed for the accumulation of literature and a sense of history, which in 
turn has enabled those with strong homosexual desires to arrive at a complex self ~understanding. 
During many periods, homosexuality was widely accepted and even respected in China. Having its own 
formal history, Chinese homosexuality had a role in shaping Chinese political institutions, modifying 
social conventions, and spurring artistic creation. Literally, reports about homosexuality that can found 
in ancient China were limited to the stories about males in the upper societal classes. 
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The natural existing of homosexuality in the feudal society was interrupted in the early decades of the 
20th century. The door to China was broken by invasions of western powers, and China was forced to 
adapt to new open cultures in many major urban contexts. The Chinese people were shocked by the 
truth of how far China had been behind western modernization. The Chinese intelligentsia realized that 
it was time to bring in Western science and technology as a means of rebuilding China. 
The idea of choice in marriage partners and romantic love as the freedom of marriage was broadcasted by 
Chinese intellectuals as a way of western lifestyle. Unfortunately, it was also a time in western society to 
enquire the inventions of that ear of "Scientific" into sex to construct the homosexuality as mental 
illness. Chinese intellectuals also absorbed the Western morality of sexual, therefore, categorized the 
same sex as victim. Start from 1840's, the long-term tradition of homosexual tolerance in China was 
denied until most recently. 
During Chairman Mao's Communist society, the so-called "the red revolutionary period" Marxism, the 
ideology dominating the whole society, ignored religions and promoted mental and sexual purity. 
Chairman Mao was worshiped as a hero and the God of China. "The East is Red" (*1J~I) is a song that 
was the de facto anthem of the People's Republic of China during the Cultural Revolution in the 1960s. 
It is also a musical promoting Communism, especially Maoism. 
The east is red: 
The East is red, the sun has risen. 
Mao Zedong has appeared in China. 
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He is devoted to the people's happiness. 
Hu-er-hai-yo 1, He is the people's great savior. 
Chairmen Mao loves the people, 
He is our guiding leader, 
For developing a New China 
Hu-er-hai-yo, Leading towards progress! 
The Community Party is like the sun, 
It brightens up everything it shines. 
Where there is Community Party, 
Hu-er-hai-yo, people are liberated! 
-- "The East is Red" by Tian Han, 
Mao's voice recorded the tremendously important policies and laws of China. (See Fig. 
1-1) 
Fig. 1-l:the red Poster of Chairmen Mao Mao advocated breeding a gigantic social population as a way of strengthening the 
country. "It is a good thing that China has a big population," Mao Zedong stated with 
confidence in 1949 "Even if China's population multiplies many times, she is fully capable of finding a 
solution," said Mao. 2 
1
• "Hu er hei yo" has no meaning, but is merely a form of cheering similar to hurrah. 
2
. <bankruptcy of idealism conception of history> (nfE,C,,))j 9:'..XJl\ Ll<Jf!llif' ), By Mao Zedong, 1949 
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Homosexuality without the capacity of producing children was far from the law of Chairman Mao. 
There was no particularly law against homosexuality, during this particularly period, However all 
non-conformity will be treated as a "deviant lifestyle." Article 106 of the Criminal Law of the People's 
Republic of China says: "all hooliganism should be subjected to arrest and sentence." In practice, 
hooliganism catches all kind of non-conformity, not just homosexuality. "At the height of Maoist China, 
everyone wore the same blue suit. What more about expressing your sexuality?"3 
After the "Culture Revolution", in the early 1980's Deng Xiaoping tried to unleash the country away from 
the social milieu and proposed the creation a "socialist market economy." Deng realized the population 
issue had conceived one of the biggest barriers to further economical and social development for China. 
Later, the execution of the Birth-Control policy that allowed only one child legally per family was 
strictly enforced as law for several years, and gradually proved as an achievement of promoting Chinese 
families' quality of life. 
The following list is the progression of population related to policy and important events that have 
happened in China. 
3
· <20th Century China: the rise and fall of state homophobia> by Yawning Bread, January 2004 
-- http://www.yawningbread.org/arch_2004/yax-346.htm (Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
B 
1953 
China's first modern census reports population of 580 million and predicts 800 million for 1967. Regulation of contraception and 
induced abortion approved. 
1954 
Legalization and introduction of contraceptives for the first time. Sterilization allowed, but limited to health problems. 
1958-1961 
Great Leap Forward: birth control propaganda ceased completely Mao accepts population of "1 billion and some hundred millions 
more. " 
1962 
State Council demands that everyone have access to contraceptives, especially in urban centers. Local guidelines recommended no 
more than 2 or 3 children per family, but it is not enforced. 
1965 
Counsel beings to target rural as well as urban areas. 
1971-1972 
Late marriage requirements are enforced at 23-25 for women and 25-28 for men, as is a spacing rule of 4 years between first and 
second children. (by 1973 Mao Zedong identified himself with the family planning movement, attaching his name and power to the 
cause.) 
1979 
Birth planning bureaus are established to limit couples to one birth, but to tolerate two. (Couples with only one child were given a 
''one-child certificate" entitling them to such benefits as cash bonuses, longer maternity leave, better child care, and preferential 
housing assignments. In return, they were required to pledge they would not have more children.) 
1980 
Laws passed to ensure financial ruin for any couple who has more than one child. 
1981 
Lowered marriage age laws to 20 and 22 years old, females and males, respectively, to placate population. Government prosecutes 
doctors who are illegally removing IUDs, providing pre-birth reports on the sex of the child. 
1982 
Minister of State Birth-Planning Commission says that in couples with two or more children, one member of the couple must be 
sterilized. (2.68 million new sterilizations and 210,000 other measures are taken in Jan 1983, alone.) 
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1984 
Law passed allowing all peasants who consent to a late birth of their first child and to an extended birth interval of eight to ten years 
to have a second child in the rural areas. 
1986 
Laxness (more Z'd child permits granted) and loss of control after positive results of survey in 1985 when goals were almost met 
1991 
Highest number of contraceptive operations and abortions since 1983. Sterilization even for parents of a single daughter 
1993 
Unprecedented lows in children per women have been matched by unprecedented highs in sex proportion at birth. Figures for 
missing infant girls were such that in 1992 and 1993 the Center felt prompted to convene another national conference onthis 
subject and to circulate prohibitions of prenatal sex determination and infanticide. 
-- <Population Control in China: When Science and Policy Don't Add Up> By Alexandra Nicolas and Brian Platzer 
http.//www.columbia.edu/~bcp26/web-pages/policy.html(Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
A homosexual relationship without the possibility of offspring is consistent with the desires of the 
population control policy. With rapid development and a more openly attitude towards personal 
freedom, Chinese society gradually shows the tolerance and understanding to homosexuality issues in 
the modern social fabrication. In the early 2004, the Chinese Psychological Association had removed 
homosexuality from its list of mental illnesses. Shifting from formal a formal political/riented to an 
economic/oriented society, Chinese people are thirsty for a new life and sexual freedom more than 
anytime previously. 
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"People are busier making money" says the owner of Shanghai Vogue gay bar, Tony Li. "They don't have time to bother other people, 
and they are receiving more and more information from the outside, so they are becoming increasing tolerant," he adds. "The 
government is not more lenient now, but before people wanted to be good communists and spy on each other, Now they just want to 
make money. It has changed everything" 
In the past few years, homosexuality has been increasingly featured in books, radio programs, magazines, 
stage drama and films. But changing such deeply ingrained attitudes towards tolerance and openness / 
will take years. Unlike the western-style of political activism, the Chinese government is sensitive to see 
any forms of demonstrations that demand rights or respect for any group and organization, including 
gay and lesbian communities. 
However, the communist government has been willing to allow gay and lesbian's social spaces as long as 
they do not overtly challenge the regime. "The Government keeps one eye open and one eye closed. They 
think we know you're there, but we won't bother you as long as you don't both us" said Meng, manager 
of a 250 gay-oriented website. 
To win more public tolerance and support, some more subtle methods are needed. Currently, the biggest 
force that shackles the gay community in China actually is not the government but is the familiar 
pressure of the Confucianism tradition. 
' ' 
Confucianism and Homosexuality 
Confucianism maintained a Kinship/based tradition throughout the entire feudal periods of ancient 
China. Compared to Europe, China had a much longer feudal period, beginning with the Zhou Dynasty 
in 1160 BC until the beginning of the Qing dynasty, early 20th Century. The 2500 year long 
kinship/based social structure deeply imbedded Confucius ideology so that it continues to remain in the 
present day, even though China has experienced big economical reform and social changes. 
Confucianism is not a religion. There is no equivalent in Western history. Perhaps it can be described as an af!E.lied oMosophv that 
serves to rationalize and regulate most interpersonal relationship!, inter-group relationships, as w~ll as the ethicS-Of governance. It 
also influences Chinese value systems - towards education, integrity, loyalty and hierarchy. It prescribes various rituals to placate the 
gods and to mark important points in human passage, especially death and mourning 
To the extent that it prescribes proper behavior; one can easily confuse Confucianism with religion, in the Judea-Christian sense, as the 
latter is also heavily into prescribing behavior. But the driving force behind Confucianism's prescription is how to enable a community 
of people on this earth }Q live harmoniously and how rulers should govern beneficently. The driving motive behind religious 
prescriptions tends to be how one will be rewarded in the afterlife, or at least avoid punishment 
One could say that where Confucianism was motivated by practicality (although it eventually fossilized into the irrelevant), 
Judea-Christian impulses were based on divinely inspired right and wrong, good and evil (and whose more literal of adherents are 
always keen on fossil sing it into the absurd) 
From <20th Century China: the rise and fall of state homophobia> by Yawning Bread 
--http.//www.yawningbread.org/arch_2004/yax-346.htm (Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
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Confucianism is a feudal set of ideas, stressing kinship and obligations of individuals to the group and to 
each other, civilian to empire, young to old, and woman to man. In a sense, Confucianism was a 
heterosexist ideology emphasizing obedience to the family. Under Confucianism marriage was 
subservient to the family to ensure the social production success, instead of individual satisfaction. Man 
. holds a superior position in this structure, which allows 
-7-
oak elsewhe e ~tic love 
-
~- Confucian built bases for people to take a w'.."o~a~,..._~,..._.""-!:~,......""'.!::::=.:-
with of the goals of taking women as concubines, the male-male relationship out of the family was much 
more orientated with sexual happiness. Obviously, during the long feudal period, China was quite 
tolera e ual behavio . This tolerance towards the mixing of homosexuality and 
heterosexuality, interweaving with the family kingship and social relationship, founded a comfortable 
base to root a homosexual life, especially for gay men. 
Language and Symbols 
!3 
Chinese terminology did not emphasize an innate sexual essence, but concentrated rather on actions, 
tendencies, and preference. In other words, instead of saying what someone "is", male Chinese authors @ 
would usually say whom he "resembles" or what he "does" or "enjoys". 
With reference to a certain historical stories, what peo le "do" and "enjoy" indicates a homosexual 
~eality and lifestyle in ancient society. "LONG YANG" (ft~S ), "DUAN XiU" (cutting sleeve Wf *83) and 
"FEN TAO" (dividing peach )-} tit) are popular words coded with specific homosexual meanings. 
LONG YANG: 
The king of Wei and Lord LONG YANG shared a boat while fishing. Lord LONG YANG began to cry, so the king asked why he wept. 
''Because I caught a fish" ''But why does that make you cry?" the king asked. 
Lord LONG YANG replied: "When I caught the fish, as the first I was extremely pleased. But afterward I caught a larger fish, so I 
wanted to throw back the first fish I had caught. Because of this evil act I will be expelled from your bed! 
"There are innumerable beauties in the world. Upon hearing of my receiving your favor, surely they will lift up the hems of robes so 
that they can hasten to you. I am also a previously caught fish! I will also be thrown back! How can I keep from crying?" 
Because of this incident the king of Wei announced to the world, ''Anyone who dares to speak of other beauties will be executed along 
with his entire family" - - from <Zhan Guo Ce Wei Ce> !iifl!JflfRJflf 
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DUAN XIU (Cutting Sleeve) 
Emperor Ai was sleeping in the daytime with Dong Xian stretched out across his sleeve. When the emperor wanted to get up, Dong 
Xian was still sleep. Because he did not want to disturb him, the emperor CUT off his own SLEEVE and got up. His love and 
thoughtfulness went his far! - - from <Han Shu> tz-15 
FEN TAO (Dividing Peach) 
One day, Mizi Xia was strolling with the ruler in an orchard and, biting into a peach and finding it sweet, he stopped eating and gave 
the remaining half to the ruler to enjoy. ''How sincere is your love for me!" exclaimed the ruler. "You forgot your own appetite and 
think only of giving me good thing to eat!" - - <Han Fei Zi> 1/f/Jft-T 
Given the homosexual context to these terms with famous stories, later generations develop codes from 
these stories and their words indicating the homosexual tradition. The image of being dressed in col_9rful 
silk tunics, each missing a single sleeve guaranteed that moment would continue to be brought back to 
the imaginations of tradition far removed from the Han Dynasty. 
In English, "gay" is a commonly used word for a homosexual and pervasively used to refer to homosexual 
men, but can be applied to women too, although because it is closely associated with men, most 
homosexual women prefer to be called "lesbian." "Gay" certainly isn't as inclusive anymore as it once 
was.4 
4 <Gay Terminology>-- http://www.thinkingink.com/michael/gay_terms.htm#S (Accessed by July 26, 2005) 
• 
0 
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In Chinese, recently, "TONG ZHi" ( ~it) has been popularly accepted as the slang for gay on mainland 
China. 
"Tong" ( IPJ) meaning "the same" and "without difference" in Chinese, and~ (it) 
meaning "inspirations and interests." Tong Zhi actually was abbreviated from "ZHI TONG 
DAO HE" (it ll§'J m~) , which can be defined as "cherish the same ideals and follow the 
same path or have a common goal though certain group of people." 
"It w as appropriated by a Hong Kong gay activist in 1989 for the first Lesbian and Gay Film 
----
Festival in Hong Kong by its organizers, who wanted to employ an indicrenous 
Fig. 1-2: Characteristics Graphic representa tive 
of Tong Zhi (Comrade) ... represen~tion.--=o=-=f-=s~a~m=e~- ----=::er=-=o:..:t~ic=-=i::..s:m. The term 'homosexuaLwas igappropriate because of - _,-- - -- - --
its use as a medical term denoting sickness and pathology. Within a few years, tongzhi 
----- --became a widely used term in Hong Kong and Taiwan, and is often used interchangeably~ the 
English term gay."5 (See Fig. 1-2) 
-
5 < Tongzhi: Politics of Sarne-Sex Eroticism in Chinese Societies> by Wah-Shan Chou, July 1, 2000 
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'Tong Zhi," a term with high positive references, was historically chosen as the translation from the 
Soviet communist term "Comrade." Because of its reputation and the respected communist icon "Tong 
zhi" is used by members of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), the only party in power of mainland 
China, as their professional titles. For example, we address President Jiang Zheming as Jiang Zheming 
TongZhi, instead of Mr. Jiang Zheming. What is humorous here is the decoding of the terminology, 
Jiang Zheming Tongzhi means gay Jian Zheming or Jiang Zheming the gay. 
"Queering the mainstream," the dramatically taken from the "Red" Communist word, with its high 
political value, became a commonly used word for homosexual "Tong Zhi" pervasively refers to 
homosexual men, showing the power of the minority challenging the mainstream of sexual eroticism 
inside the traditional social philosophy. 
As "Tong Zhi" indicates gay men, "LA LA" (:fiz. :fiz.) is the popular word which indicates a gay woman in 
China. "Gay women call themselves asJ:b. LA, a translation from English word Lesbian. 6" I don't 
understand it at this derivation, because"LA LA" actually doesn't sound like or literally meaning lesbian. 
6 <Visit the l esbian's private hle> -- http://w omen.scol.eom.cn/html/2005/05/004012 _ 501306.shtml (Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
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There are some other important and popular gay terminologies used in China. 'Tong Xin"(IPJ'ti) means 
same sex, "Tong Xin Lian" (IPJ·ti~~) is the literal and official counterparts to "Homosexual". Tong Xin 
Lian not long indicates gay individual but also sexual intentions and behaviors. 
In English, "homosexual" means a person who is emotionally and/or physically attracted primarily to 
members of the same sex. The Kinsey Scale is the widely recognized "measure" of homosexuality ~ 
putting the degree of sexuality on a sliding scale from 0 (fully heterosexual) to 6 (fully homosexual). 
Some people dislike this term because of its clinical nature and sound ~ I find it useful as a descriptor 
here, but rarely use it day~to~day ("Why that's a fine young homosexual over there. ")7 
"Top" and "Bottom" is a pair of terms coded with dominant and submissive roles both in gay 
relationships and in sexual activities. Top is a gay man who acting as a giver while the bottom is a gay 
man acting as the receiver8 Instead using "Top" and "Bottom" which originally meant orientations, In 
China, numbers are used. "l" equals "Top" while "O" equals to "Bottom". In some case "1/0," when using 
for gay anal sex, has more visually indication and humor. The graphical indication of sexual position in 
gay relationships is shown in Figure 1.2 for more complete with senses of transformation. 
· <Gay Terminology >-- http://www.thinkingink.com/michael/gay _terms.htm#S (Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
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Part 2: Shanghai and Suzhou River: 
Shanghai City and Suzhou River: 
Fig. 2-1: Shanghai@ China 
Shanghai is the birthplace of everything considered modern in China. S~ur_& and 
eco~ ~f East Asia. But aft~r.l~i.9, during Mao's Community per!9Q.~e 
• Sea 
''""" 
headquarters on mainland China. 
Revolution (1966-1976),"9 the title of cultural and economic center 
was shifted to Haq Kong for more than 50 years. During the past 
-·-
few decades, with huge economic investment and self-governed 
freedom offered, Deng Xiaopin successfully modeled a new Shanghai, 
symbolizing the alternative modernizing of China. 
Today, Shanghai and Hong Kong have a rivalry over which city is t~ 
economic center of China. But with its increased role in finance and 
banking, Shanghai has become a major d!::_~tination far car orate 
9 <Culture Revolution> --http://www.infoplease.com/ce6/history/A0814235.html (Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
Fig. 2-2: Chang Jiang Delta 
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Located in the east coach of China, Shanghai (Chinese. J.ii:t, pinyin: shang hai) is Chinas largest city and is situated on the banks of 
the Chang Jiang delta . In Chinese, Shanghai's abbreviations are Hu ( ild or ¥/') and Shen ( tfi ). 
The name Shanghai literally means "on the sea" or "onto the sea." Administratively, Shanghai is one of 4 municipalities of the People's 
Republic of China, which have provincial-level status. 
Area: 6,340 sq km 
Population: 13.4 million 
Time Zone: GMT/UTC +8 (Standard Time) 
Telephone Area Code: 021 
<Definition of Shanghai> -- http.//encyclopedia.laborlawtalk.com/Shanghai 
(Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
Before Shanghai was a city, it was formally named Shongjiang 
(;fN I ) county and belonged to Suzhou city. A city wall was 
built in 1553AD, which is generally regarded as the beginning 
of Shanghai City. The city of Shanghai has a 500-year history 
with an overall 1000-year history of habitation. In contrast to 
other cities, ~.hanghai is young and without a heavy cultural. 
background_and.-b011 ndar)'.'.. 
During the colonial period (1840-1940), under different 
concessions, Shanghai was gradually transformed from a small 
20 
town into an international metropolis and becoming a major port in the Far East. The long-term 
coexistence of various foreign and local cultures in Shanghai has built it into a critical center of 
communication between China and the western World. 
Shanghai Port was fo~d-w.ith cannon. In accordance with the provisions t~ty, 
signed after c_l!j_n~ was defeated in the FirsLQpium Wac Shanghai began opens its port on November 17, 1845. The British (firstly, 
diplomats, merchants and missionaries) came to Shanghai in succession to lease land for development. In 1845, British Consul Balfour 
and Shanghai Taotai Kong Meijiu signed ''Land Regulations, "which expedite the birth of the British settlement district and greatly 
influenced the Shanghai s development. 
From 1845 to 1849, Britain, France and the United States eparg{ely established their settlelJ]gflt districts. in northe~Q.!J!Jhai-aut 
~According to the ''Land Regulation," unlike Hong Kong which ceded from China, the territorial sovereignty of these 
Foreign Settlement Districts belonged to China. Foreign consuls regulated these foreign settlements and the Chinese Government 
reserved some administrative power such as jurisdiction, which was seized by the Municipal Council after ''Xiao Dao Hui" insurgency. 
Because of these characters, the foreign settlement districts development depended on the immigrants from these western countries. 
These immigrants were mainly from England, and later the United States, European countries and British colonies in Southeast Asia. 
Many of them came from big cities, such as London, Liverpool, and Manchester in England and Boston, New York, Washington, and 
San Francisco in the United States. Immigration from western countries was slow at first, such that the visages of these settlements 
couldn't be changed greatly. 
<Urban Development History of Shanghai, China, part II: Concession; Foreign Settlement> 
--http://hhhnz.freewebspace.com/Part%20Il-%20Concession; %20Foreign %20Settlement.htm (Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
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Facing the East China Sea, part of the Pacific Ocean, Shanghai is comprised of two major rivers: the 
Huangpu River and Suzhou River. The Huangpu River divides Shanghai into two parts. On the western 
side of the Huangpu River is, PuXi which contains the city proper, while an entirely new Central 
Business Center (CBD) has been erected on the eastern bank, the new Pu Dong district. (See Fig. 2-3) 
Shanghai experiences all four seasons, with freezing temperatures during the winter season and a 32 degrees Celsius (90 degrees 
Fahrenheit) average during the hottest months of July and August. Occasionally, the summer temperature reaches 40 degrees Celsius 
( 104 degrees Fahrenheit). Winter is typically grey and summers can be qwte humid. Autumn and spring in Shanghai are cool and crisp, 
and generally agreed as the best times to be in Shanghai. Winter begins in mid December and ends around early March. Scattered 
Fig 2-3: Shanghai City Map (PuDong, Puxi and Su zhou River) 
light rain is frequent around mid-June to July. 
The native language spoken is Shanghainese, a dialect of Wu Chinese; while the official 
language is Mandarin. The local dialect is mutually unintelligible with Mandarin, and is an 
inseparable part of the Shanghainese identity. Nearly all Shanghainese under the age of 50 
can speak Mandarin fluently,· and those under the age of 25 have had contact with English 
since primary school. 
<Definition of Shanghai> --http ://encyclopedia .laborlawtalk.com/Shanghai 
(Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
Unlike the Huanpu River, the Suzhou River is not a large river rather 
it is smaller with a lot of twists and turns. However, the Suzhou River 
is considered the mirror of Shanghai, reflecting the city's history and 
hosting residents' daily lives. The Suzhou River was once clear and 
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used as a water source; the river was an ideal site for fishing and swimming, it wasnamed after foreign 
invaders who misinterpreted the river as a waterway heading to the city of Suzhou. Unfortunately, 
Suzhou River is heavily polluted by industry and residential waste matter, as well as refuse from vessels 
and docks on the river. The lovely memory of a clear river has been replaced by dark water with 
nauseating odors. In 1996, the Shanghai municipal government launched a comprehensively clean-up 
project of the Suzhou River. After an almost 10- year effort, the water quality and eco-environment of 
Suzhou River has been tremendously increased. Citizens are proud to see the changing of the river as a 
symbol of the transformation of this beautiful eastern metropolis. 
'The Suzhou River has been cleaned up again thanks to government efforts. With its natural beauty now 
the river is a haven for artists and even attracts many real-estate developers. The antique buildings along 
the Suzhou River in central Shanghai stand in stark contrast to Shanghai's image as a hip international 
city. 
Most of them are deserted warehouses and workshops that date back to the 1930s, when the Suzhou 
River nurtured a major industrial base in Shanghai. When the manufacturing industries withdrew from 
the city proper amid the urbanization drive, the riverside grew into a haven for artists, many of whom 
have opened studios and galleries in the abandoned buildings out of their deep affection for the river"10 
<Suzhou Riverside in Shanghai: A Chinese Soho for Artist s> 
--http:/ /englishl.people.com.cn/200201/13/eng20020113 _ 88592.shtml (Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
Shanghai Men: 
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Born and raised on the bund, "Shanghai man" is a group of people, who are deeply influenced by the 
metropolitan culture, which identifies this group as a most unique group in China. "Searching in Google 
for the term 'Shanghai Man' and 325,000 results appear. So 'Shanghai Man' is a well-know term which 
seems to indicate not a group of men defined by region but a group of people defined by certain 
characteristics." 11 
In general, to most Chinese people, Shanghai man is a famous term denoting many negative aspects. 
The characteristics Qinling (:~!Mif\) described In his new book <Do Not To be a Shanghai Man, Even If 
Beaten to Death>(1J%::f11i.t1;1BJ~ A) are "shreJY£,.s~t, careful, well-dressed, sym athetic to women, 
It is obviously, the gradual influence of western culture within the local context has been decided by 
-
Shanghai men, from the moment they were born, as a different group in China. Shanghai men was 
already coded as a pattern for the urban geometry a~city culture. 
<the enigma of Shanghai man> -- http://appl.chinadaily.eom.cn/star/2003/0417/fo4 -1.html (Accessed on July 26, 2005) 
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Shanghai man were the first group of Chinese people exposed to Western culture in their own city. The 
pressure for survival in a C2.!!!_mercial city was much heavy and the life of Shanghai man was competitive. 
During the Colonial period, Shanghai Men was hi~Y- foreigners as the middle class to manage and 
operate the lower work forces, mostly immigrate workers. Shanghai man had oily manners in this social 
stature. They played between the issue of how to please foreigner employers and the issue to hold 
benefits for the lower classes. Because this historical status, barriers were built between Shanghai man 
and those from outside the city. 
The Shanghai people were roud of, or even arrogant, as citizens of the metropolis. Shanghai man were 
finicky about dress, food, and critical for behavior and ma1111S'.!s. They looked down on the people who 
- -
would not follow the rules. They used to calling people out of town as "Countryman," "Xiang hua nin" in 
Shganghainese (.§; r A), especially those peasants who sought a better life in the city. 
Limited space and resources (See P.40 Shanghai Longtan), plus the competition and pressure when 
living in a city, drove the Shanghai man naturally to become parsimonious and carefu~ey, But 
------ . 
on the other hands he had a nature knack for economy as an urban business man -- detail oriented 
person and tends to~ 
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As an inevitable consequence, a gap and misunderstanding between Shanghai man and the people who 
came from other locations were founded. People used to hate Shanghai People, but at the same time, 
they would, if possible, pretend to be a Shanghai man. "Shanghai man" to some degree put up with a lot 
of gossip and embarrassment. 
Today, China's economic development is spread through out the whole country and the distance 
between the city and rural areas continues to decrease. Thousands of people are migrating to the city to 
join in the group of Shanghai man. The virtue of "Shanghai man" is bordered. Traditional thinking of 
Shanghai man as being a frugal is changing to a new virtue of spirit with traditional heritage. 
Several years ago, when talking about Shanghainese, most fellow-countrymen held a low opinion of them. In their eyes, being shrewd, 
mean and narrow-minded was typical of Shanghainese. Shanghainese are penny wise, but pound foolish. However, in recent years, 
the image of Shanghainese has undergone a gradual change. The stereo_ty12.e of the Shanghainese has been totally broken. 
Telephone interview with Mr. Jie, who currently research about Shanghainese at Fudan University. (August 12, 2005) 
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Fig 2-4: Shanghai Man - Model Husband 
Throughout China, Shanghai man has a strong concept of_r~ 
for women, not only respect for women's worth, but also a 
profound solicitude. Shanghai man is known as model husbands 
who is willing to fulfill women's duties such as co9kin , cleaning 
the house, or e~en washing their wives' clothing, Women like to 
find a Shanghainese husband, But, at the same time, a rearer 
number of Shanghai man i n women, 1/3 of those 
trans-national wives a!e Japanese. Because Japanese women think 
f" 
Shanghai men is smart, gentleness, and like to do housework, and 
most important, he never beat his wife. (See Fig. 2-4) 
Shanghai has a local dialect, Shanghainese, also Shanghaiese (_l_;iffii~). Shanghainese belongs to the 
northern branch of the Wu Dialect (~ -ffi) Shanghainese is soft and tranquil, so speaking 
Shanghainese is considered as elegant and sweet. A Shanghai man must Fluently speaking Shanghainese. 
To put in perspective, the total population of Wu speakers slightly surpasses the population of native French, Italian or Korean 
speakers worldwide (Ethnologue 1987 data); while the number of native Shanghainese speakers is roughly equal to Hungarian or 
Swedish Populations. 
<Shanghai Dialect Introduction> -- http./ /www.zanhe.com/ (Accessed on Aug 01, 2005) 
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Like the language, Shanghai's people have a sweet taste. Shanghai food is much sweeter than anywhere 
in China. Therefore, people will likely think the Shanghai man, and Shanghai g~y men ~uch sweeter. 
When comparing Shanghai with Beijing, SQ_~nghai doubtlessly is considered t be more feminine. which 
is tiny, zigzag and constrained. Everything in Shanghai-including the streets, lanes, squares, and even 
the air-seems to contain these qualities. Although there is no certain equality between "Femininity" 
and "Homosexuality," ~eople will more likel think shan hai_~ ~gay. Meanwhile, Shanghai gay men 
have been stereotypes as gay-looking: they are clean, well-dresse~, romantic, and gentJ.e. 
Shanghai gay men are very fashionable in the city of Shanghai. Shanghai is a leading place for modern life, 
thousands of domestic and international shopping centers are dispersed at every corner of the city, ands 
any leading brand, the Brands from America, Europe, and the far East, can be found easily in Shanghai,. 
Shanghai is a warm bed for consumers, a rich resource can satisfy all needs. 
As Shanghai straight men know how to attract women, gay men in Shanghai know well how to dress in 
a proper attire to attract the eyes from guys. They take great care and special interest in their appearance, 
{/ whether for special occasions or regular day-to-day life. They like to change the styles of clothing, shoes, 
/ 
,> cell phones, even style of haircut styles. Gay men have natural skills of learning quickly from magazines, 
10 TV shows, movies, and even watching men walking on the street. 
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Like women in Shanghai, gay men of Shanghai are more critical of using beauty products to take care 
their face, skin, hairdressing, and body. They join all kinds of clubs and salons to obtain all related 
information and are very social as. Recently, as women seek implants to increase their breast sizes, men 
are seeking ways to boost their chest muscles. 
~rthplace for Chinese Communism. It is hard to believe that it is also the city where 
the first gay bar on mainland China was born in the early 1990's 
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T ongzhi Bars at Shanghai: 
It is evident everywhere just how international Shanghai is and continues to be. Nightlife is booming in 
this fashion city. Bars and nightclubs are always the best places for people to hang out. 
There are some gay bars, discos and restaurants in Shanghai. Unlike many cities in American, gay bars 
and clubs in Shanghai are not concentrated in one district but rather around the entire city. (See Fig. 2-5) 
"Hidden" is always the urban code for these bars with a single goal of serving the gay and lesbian 
community and those who enjoy their company. "Mixing" or "gay friendly" bars are other places that 
play host gay people in the urban environment 
Although keeping silent and discreet, pure gay bars have to shift their locations frequently. The reasons 
of inconsistency are very complicated; sometimes it comes from a police order to close. Reasons may not 
necessarily to be associated with gayness, but rather for gambling or illegal drugs. However, it is 
apparent that, without strong social relationships or backgrounds, these bars have difficult time to exist 
consistently. 
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Fig. 2-5: Map of Gay Bars in Shanghai 
Fig, 2-6: Eddy's Bar (Red is the major color) 
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"Eddy's" opened in April 1995 as Shanghai's first gar bar, and has served the gay 
and lesbian community for over nine years. located now on the Huaihai Road, a 
major commercial street of Shanghai, "Eddy's" frequently moved around in the 
past while changing its name from "Eddy's Tree Bar" on Yuyuan Road, to "Eddy's 
Country Sounds" on West Nanjing Road, and then to Jin Mao Tower (the highest 
building in Shanghai), and later to "Eddy's 1924" on People's Square. It is a cozy 
little bar. The bar is fashionably decorated with a Chinese theme, and the red 
color conveys the feeling of warmth. (See Fig. 2-6) 
Eddy Zheng, the owner of the bar, is a guy in a white tee-shirt who looks like 
Jackie Cheung. "The government may deny gay bars existence," says Zheng, "but 
like everything else in China these days, ~s lo~ <!S w~ keep things soc~l and not political, Beijing doesn't 
care. But ~e c2uldn.'t oxgal.lize '!_!1ytlgpg_abom_gay_righ!:s . .:____ 
Vogue, formerly known as "Vogue in Kevins", is another very popular and long-running gay pub. Using 
the "Hidden" code, it is difficulty to spot the dark alley leading off the main road to an unlit sign 
half-hidden by an electrical transformer and a small spray-painted sign on the wall. 
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"Fronted by a large lawn, it is difficult to make out whether this is the right address from the road. There 
is no sign at the gate. You have to walk through the garden until you get to the glass door to see the 
name."12 
There is a rainbow sign to indicate the way to "Home&:. Bar." Located on the junction of Gao Lan Road 
with Si Nan Road, "Home&:. Bar" is on the ground floor of a drab 4-story building with a gated garden in 
the front. There is a main room with a bar and dance floor, and two side rooms with couch seating. "It is 
not popular to use rainbow flags, few of local gays know that the rainbow symbolizes the homophobia, 
but it does attract eyes of foreigner visitors." 
Like the existence of homosexuality with heterosexuality, a mixture is the popular and natural way to 
ensure the bars will continue with more stability. As a friend of mine told me: "there two establishments 
t._hat hav.~. not been harassed by police so far per~s because they are mixed." 
ARCH Bar/Cafe, a gay-friendly and gay-minded bar hidden from Huahai Road on the backside of 
Wukang Dasha, makes it narrowest bar in Shanghai. Because of the small scale of interior layout with 
design magazine's artfully placed on low tables, it offers small groups of people to interact. ARCH bar is 
generally quiet during the week, as few people socialize after work. One can see local straight people and 
gays hang out there. Mostly of the straight people are open-minded about the gay and lesbians who 
12 <Shanghai: four bars> -- http://www.yawningbread.org/arch_2002/yax-257.htm (Accessed by July 26, 2005) 
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socialize there and the gays are rarely intimate at the ARCH. "Some straight couples don't even 
understand this is a gay hangout, they just think may be you are good friends" the waitress Xiao Tian 
said. But the weekend is a busy time for ARCH. Most of the time, the bar is reserved for private 
gathering, with 80% of those social groups are from the gay and lesbian community. People usually 
know each other but they continue to bring new friends. "You can hear a lot of stories, those people are 
very nice and friendly, they just have so many similar identities with each other and they know the life is 
not easy, especially as a gay minority, but they share and encourage each others. Sex and drugs are 
prohibited in ARCH, we don't want to make trouble, but you can make friends and chose the guy you 
like, then you can take him home, to a hotel, wherever you want if you both feel comfortable. Because 
people mostly know each other, it is safer and more reliable" Xiao Tian cannot stop his chatting. It seems 
he knows a lot people and stories, and sounds much mature than his actual age. 
In short, as a holding habitats and life in the back alleys of Shanghai, gay bars are more hidden and 
separated. Without using much of the international rainbow codes, a new system of graphic codes 
should be developed as spatial identification with merits of historical heritage of certain patterns. 
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Part 3: City, Films, Narratives 
For overall quality, Shanghai is a city for romance ~ang lqve;... Shanghai was the birthplace of Chinese 
,,,.. . - . . --- - ·--- ... --=------ ___;;;__ _____ _ 
cinema. China's first short film, <the Difficult Couple> (Nanfu Nanqi xl~xl~, 1913), and the country's 
first fictional feature film, <Orphan Rescues Grandfather> (Gu'er JiuzuJi tJl\.JL:fJ<:WJi[!,, 1923) were both 
produced in Shanghai. These two films were very influential, and established Shanghai as the center of 
Chinese film-making. 
Shanghai, with an enriched historical heritage and environmental materials, provides a widely stage for 
filmmakers . The new sixth generation of directors take Shanghai's unique urban patterns and melt them 
into a new style of movies which literally are called "Hai3pai4" 
being manipulated with classical Shanghai culture extensions. 
( ~1~) - a new taste of post modernity 
~ 
<Suzhou He>, or <Suzhou River>, the second film by writer-director Lou Ye(~~), is one of four love 
tales in modern day Shanghai. (Refer to the description of Suzhou River at "Shanghai City and Suzhou 
River" from pages 18 - 23). Opening with jump shots of a swirling Suzhou River, the unnamed and 
unseen videographer invents the story. Marcia (Acted by Jia Hongsheng), a motorcycle courier in his 
mid-twenties, is looking for his former girlfriends Mudan (acted by Zhou Xun), who was so 
heart-broken after Marcia betrayed and kidnapping her, and jumped into the Suzhou River. Mardar is 
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convinced that Mudan's still alive and keeps seeking her for years after he 's been out of jail. He believes 
that Meimei (also played by Zhou Xun), ex-girlfriend of the videographer, must be Mudan and keeps 
seeing Meimei. 
Fig. 3-1: the Film: <Suzhou He/ River> 
Something between the videographer and Meimei is changing little by little. Finally 
Mardar finds Mudan by chance, but soon their bodies are hauled out of the Suzhou 
River after a drunken motorcycle crash. The videographer is asked to identify the bodies. 
Mudan is identical to Meimei. 
The film presents Su;::hou River as a reservoir of filth, chaos and poverty, but also a 
.---=------.-
meeting pl ace for memories and secrets. The love story itself is not complicated, but 
people can easily get stuck jumpy with the editing, shooting of a grimy city and its 
chaotically built-up riverside architecture with a mysterious film narrative. 
louye, one of the famous sixth generation filmmakers , was born in 1960s Shanghai and 
spent his youth on the banks of the Suzhou River. Where he made two of his successful 
pieces of films: <Suzhou River> and < Purple Butterfly> ( ~mJ~ ) . 
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Born in 1965 in Shanghai, Lou Ye studied film directing at the Beijing Film Academy from 1985 to 1989. He worked as a producer and 
assistant director on various productions and made several short films after graduation. Jn 1993 he made his first feature film, 
Weekend Lover (Zhoumo qingren). His second feature is Girl in Danger (Weiqing Shaonu, 1995). After the critically acclaimed Suzhou 
River, Lou Ye made his fourth feature Purple Butterfly. 
<Suzhou River (Suzhouhe) (China/Germany, 1999)> 
--http.//www.asianfilms.org/china/suzhouhe.html (Accessed on Aug 01, 2005) 
Compared with the fifth generation who emphasize tradition and official Chinese culture, the sixth 
generation, includes Zhang Yuan( whose <East Palace, West Palace>* '§[l:j'g is cons~9.eEe_d China's first 
gay film) ,_ Wang Xiaoshuai and Zia Jhangke, is more disparate and self/expressive. The language they use 
.---
is fragmented figures are treating as fractured identities, deconstructing the opposition between "mind" 
and "body," "culture" and "nature," "straight" and "homo." The codes of organizing and composing excel 
local accent and address a more global echo and influence. 
In <Suzhou River>, Louye notes that the mermaid is a Western figure with no apparent Chinese 
counterparts "Mermaids don't exist in China, the whole idea is a Western import, like Coca/Cola and 
McDonald's. Fifth generation filmmakers refused to admit everything as Chinese, but how can you draw 
this line? As a child, I can remember my parents telling me about Anderson's <the Little Mermaid>. When 
my parents first hear it? It is impossible to say. This, I think, is a very important difference with 
filmmakers of my generation. We are~ ip being cultural immigration officials saying, this is 
3 7 
Chin.ese, this is QQ.L(hinese. 
Fig. 3-2: Wong Kar-Wai and his sunglasses 
Like Lou ye, W ong Kai-Wai(+~CF) , a famou s Hongkong director, was born in Shanghai, too. 
But in the films of Wong Kar-Wai, instead of taken the river as the background, the memory 
of Shanghai is all about the life back in Longtang, the traditional residential housing of 
Shanghai (Refer to the description of Shanghai Longtang at 'Longtang/Shikumen House' from 
Pages 40-43). 
Wong Kar Wai { Traditional Chinese: CJr!f!'r; Simplified Chinese: !:%< /l; pinyin: Wang Jiawei) (born July 17, 1958) is a Hong 
Kong film director known for his unique visual style of slow paced romantic art films. His trademark style is wearing dark 
sunglasses. 
Born in Shanghai, China, he moved to Hong Kong with his parents at the age of five. Coming from the Mainland and speaking 
only Shanghainese, he had a difficult period of adjustment to Cantonese spoken in Hong Kong, spending hours in movie 
theatres with his mother. After graduating from Hong Kong Polytechnic College in graphic design in 1980, he enrolled in the 
Production Training Course organized by Hong Kong Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB) and became a full-time television 
scriptwriter. He subsequently graduated to feature film work. He is credited with about ten scripts between 1982 and 1987, 
covering an array of genres from romantic comedy to action drama, but claims to have worked to some extent or another on about 
fifty more without official credit (Hoover and Stokes, 1999). He considers Final Victory (.11'iiff['/!Jj.f1), 1986), a dark comedy/ crime story 
for director Patrick Tam, his best script. 
Films: 
As Tears Go By (1988) 
Days of Being Wild (1991) 
Happy Together (1997) 
In the Mood for Love (2000) 
Fig. 3-3: In the Mood of Love 
Ashes of Time {1994) 
Chungking Express {1994) 
Fallen Angels (1995) 
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The Follow (2001) 
2046 (2004) 
Eros(2004) 
-- http.j/en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Wong_Kar-wai (Accessed on August 05, 2005) 
"I was born in Shanghai and moved to Hong Kong the year I was five. For 
me it was a very memorable time. In those days, the housing problems were 
such that you 'd have two or three families living under the same roof, and 
they'd have to share the kitchen and toilets, even their privacy. I wanted to 
make a film about those days and I wanted to go back to that period," 
Wong says for his film - in the Mood for Love. 13 
The "story" of In the Mood for Love is simple enough. In 1962 two couples, 
the Chans (acted by Maggie Cheung) and the Chows (acted by Tony Leung 
Chiu-Wai), move into adjacent boarding houses in a teeming Shanghainese immigrant community of 
Hong Kong. Proximity forces Mrs. Chan and Mr. Chow together, and gradually they realize that their 
spouses are having an affair. This abandoned pair is united as a clandestine friendship, and soon they 
discover their desire ~ re~enge to gem:!_!ne passioE. 
13 <Wong Kar Wai's In the Mood for Love: Like a Ritual in Transfigured Time> by Stephen Teo 
http://www.sensesofcinema.com/contents/Ol/13/mood.html (Accessed on August 05, 2005) 
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The main thing that the director Wang seeks in this film, <In the Mood for Love>, is instead of advocating 
the love story, as he always did, he chose to reconstruct the environment and the mood for love. Besides 
the Longtang, the walls, the clothes, the music, and the food all make a context for the things that 
happen to these two people and the mood between them. 
So if the Louye's <Suzhou River> provides a city stage for this project, Wang's <In the Mood for Love> is a 
montage of everyday life inside the Longtang buildings. The rorµ_~~.!!!2!!1:.~~E~.~-~E.~.~-~hese two 
~physically a~ mentally affe~d my ~ign, from spatial structure to detailed moments. 
The richness of spatial narrative and structure in the films also well implanted as a physical logic for my 
project. 
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Part 4: Film Studio, Bar and Representative 
longtang I Shikumen House 
Because of the importance of Long Tang I Shikumen, the site 
analysis starts with a prototypical study of traditional Shanghai 
Residential housing. 
"LONG TANG"(H~)/ "SHI KU MEN" (::&Ji ll), or literally 
"stone gate" is a style of housing in Shanghai. Since the first day 
when the Longtang house appeared, it had been stamped with a 
brand of the cultures integrating of East and West. 
Divorced from the Chinese traditional residences of south Chang 
Jiang River, Shanghai Longtang was successfully remarried with 
Fig. 4-1: Shanghai Longtang (the wedding of west and cast) 
the British "row by row" industry layout yet maintaining a 
southern dwellings courtyard style. (See Fig. 4-1) 
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In the middle of the 19th century, the uprising of the "Taiping Heavenly Kingdom" forced a large number of re~fd~!_s/rof]]_Shanqhat . 
and its neighbouring Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces to take refuge in the city's foreign concessions. To meet the needs of the rapidly 
- ~ ---increasing population, ''Longtang/Shikumen" houses were built in the foreign concessions on an unprecedented scale. 
-- Definition of Shanghai, http.//encyc/opedia.laborlawtalk.com/Shanghai (Accessed on Aug 01, 2005) 
The features of Chinese and Western integration in longtang have not only been found in its 
architectural form, but also in the way of living. The enclosed courtyards with the Shikumen gate, frame, 
and door panels are characteristic of Chinese Traditional architecture. The pedestrian system, linear 
street, curve details and ornaments on gateways are entirely with western architectural patterns. The 
special space arrangement in longtang provides places for residents, with various professions, 
backgrounds, cultural and social statues, and sexuality intensions to carry on public activity. There, the 
mixing and closer neighborhood relationship has been taken shape. There, a strong sense of localism, 
safety and family likeness have been brought together through the chance communications and closer 
associations. (See Fig 4~2 , 4~3) 
With the rapid expansion of city populations, each housing unit formally occupied by a single family, 
now is shared by several families. Problems arise. Single kitchen and washroom are used by several 
families. Some newly formed families don't have a private bathroom. To meet more spatial needs, the 
residents built sheds in places where buildings are not allowed to be built by law. The old urban 
infrastructure is under extremely overused service. Apparently, the existing structures and space cannot 
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Fig. 4-2: Ornamental Elements of Western Pattern Fig. 4-3: Longtang / Shikumen - Typically Shanghai Neighborhood 
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contain the new urban life without further innovation. 
People decide to move out. Thousands of loµg£ang_houses were torn down in the las~d 
re12laced b}:' new high-rise apartment buildings. Up to 80% of the city's population lived in these types of 
houses, although today that number is much less than 40%. We admit that the average architectural 
space for a single family was times bigger when compared with the former space longtang house 
provided. However, at the same time, people realized that life in new modern buildings is, in some case, 
losing the interest and senses as before. 
It is only in the longtangs where you can notice a peculiar feeling of people in the museum of Shanghai 
culture. It is only in the longtangs where you can feel the pulse of everyday life for the entire city. 
A strong sense of preservation naturally centralized my project proposal with the goal of experimentally 
rehabilitating Shikumen Housing along the Suzhou River bank and of preserving its diversified and 
complicated living space. At the same time, it meets the new requirements of urban life and economical 
needs in a new circle of city development. 
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Site Analysis and Development 
In the year of 2001, I participated in an urban design competition on the north side of the Huangpu River 
bund. The research included some sites along the eastern part of the Suzhou River, too. The site I chose 
for this thesis is one block ideally matching the project proposal because of the location, housing type, 
and neighborhood. However, Shanghai has changed quickly during the last two decades; a plethora 
Longtang housing has been torn down and replaced with new high-rise apartment buildings without 
any local identities. Worries have arisen about the fate of the site. 
Fortunately, the site was out of the "prompted innovation" region, which somehow will be preserved by 
a long-term plan. When I saw all the photos were remotely taken by my sister faraway in Shanghai, 
Excitement and a strong sense of responsibility as an architect was awaken in me again. 
Located on the north bank of the Suzhou River, this site is founded within a typical Shanghai Longtang 
neighborhood. On the south side along the Suzhou River bank, there is the North Suzhou Road, where 
several major entrances of the site are located. On the northern side lies the Tiantong road. The site faces 
west to Shangxi Bei Road, and east to Henan Bei Road. An old bridge over the Suzhou River on Henna Bei 
Road directly leads south to the People Square and Nanjin Road, a famous commercial area of Shanghai. (See 
Fig 4-5) These four roads connect the site closely to the city. 
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Fig 4-4: The Cite Culture Context 
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Fig 4-5: The Site 
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Leaving from the North Suzhou Road and passing through the entrances under the stone ornamented 
gateways, one are now enters the inner sequence of the Longtang community. Along the green and red 
pathways, people can enjoy in the linear lanes congested by the "row-upon-row" of brick buildings. The 
spatial sequence and narrative here is the transition from the public urban space to semi-private lanes, and 
then, through sub lanes eventually reaching each family's door. The doors have certain patterns with 
combinations of color, form, material and fabric. They indicate a certain quality of the space behind them. By 
opening the heavy doors, the trip ends as people cross the threshold, stepping into the most private layer of 
space, the terrri.inal residential units. (See Figs. 4-6, 4-7). Figure 4-8 is an overview of the site showing the red 
and green paths. 
On the southwest side of the street, with the river meandering in the front, there is an attractive zone, which 
hosts a cluster of interesting buildings: a concrete industrial office building with a church looks like 
attaching space on the rear, a serious of row-upon-row housing as well as some curtain-yard housing. Two 
grids with intersecting at 30 degrees meet here, adding more spatial and visual variety. The multiple 
conditions, materials and architectural elements make the chosen area rich with a sense of secrets. (See Fig. 
4-6) Based upon an analysis for the entire site, I have chosen this specific area as my site for further design 
and development with specific details and programming. 
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Fig 4-6: The Red Line 
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Fig 4-7: The Green Line 
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Fig 4-8: The Bird Eye Views with Red and Green Path 
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Fig 4-9: The Designate Area 
Fig 4-10: Figure and Ground 
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Film Studio, Bar I T ongzhi Community 
Before entering the design details, I will address a concept here about general visual impressions and 
comparison with the America and the Chinese cultures. This concept will weight heavily in my later design 
process later. 
To visualizing the form for the American culture, simply, one needs to stand at one point on the web 
fabricated by Manhattan's straight forward streets. The straight forward linear space framed by concrete 
buildings standing along the streets will direct your view far possibly 30-40 blocks away. The feeling is so 
vivid about how American culture of places objects straight forward, efficiently pointing to the final results if 
possible and not allow of any guess or hidden situations. (See Fig. 4-11) 
With 5000 years of aggradations, the Chinese culture thinks straight lines are less interesting and consider 
that zigzag much empowered and culturally abundant .. "Ni h Zigzag Bridge" is a typical design approach for 
a Chinese Garden to create the chan in views th Qugh.J: ·ndividual movement.(See Fig. 4-12) Circling 
- --=--
around and "reluctant" to tell the story, Beijing Opera is a famous zigzag art, with inherit merits, leaving just 
sufficient space to allow audiences to guess and imagine under certain clues with suggestions and 
indications. 
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Fig. 4-11: Straight View of Manhattan Fig. 4-12: Zigzag Bridge in Chinese Garden 
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To advocate a cultural pattern with spatial inheriting on this designated area, a zigzag visual corridor is 
overlapped. When the path cuts into old buildings, the new joints and spaces are built between the old 
and the new; the corridor is constructed from transparent glass, surfaced with reflecting glass on the top, 
and structurally supported with metal trusses and frames. Intentionally, the "Zigzag" is to reserve and 
emphasize the traditional cultural pattern over everyday life back the city to this particularly Longtang 
neighborhood. 
Cutting through various building and structural components, the new pathway sets up a new spatial 
relationship by breaking into existing condition and extruding a second level new structures. This new 
w~ing system somewhere goes inside the old structures, dividing out new poches; and somewhere 
bridges over the grey spaces are grounded by the old figures and new portions. Somewhere the 
transparent glasses pathway provides a place for watching; somewhere the space itself is a place to be 
watched. 
Seated on the second level 4 .S meter (approximately 15 feet) high above ground, the walkway goes up 
and down different floor and levels, the transition to big slopes and stairs is subtle and constant, making 
a transition between the outside and inside, the pubic and rivac , the figure and ground. (See Fig.4~ 13) 
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Fig. 4-13: New Zigzag Path Overlapping with New Attached Building Elements. 
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Fig. 4-14: 30 Circulation of New Pathway 
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Besides the pathway (marked in color blue in Figs. 4~13 and 4~14) , the additional space, colored with 
purple, aexpanded portions which serves to meet the new requirement of old buildings for expanding 
building functions, for example, in the hQPsing apartments, new ~throom, public kitchen or 
dinner rooms will be added to solve the currentlx: horrible conditions where many families will share one 
tiny bathroom and kitchen area. More public spaces will be added to allow diverse families, no matter if 
it is a straight couple, or single family or gay couple, to communicate and share ~ifferent lifestyles 
naturally_gnder the__filID1e ro_Qf_. _ 
In some other parts, the added glass boxes will serve as an entertainment center, such as shopping 
center and bookstore. These buildings will server the whole community and neighborhoods, which need 
to make the site more convenient for living. 
A new film studio founded on the old industry buildings will be redeveloped with a film studio on the 
ground and a restaurant and a salon will be situated on the top end of the path. The new path 
reconfi~res the inner structure a~d narratives, remodeling the entire inners ace while addin a new 
rot~lass ox in between. 
For the film studio, located at one end of the path, is more functionally mixing, so the other end 
condition of the path purely serves for gay bars and entertainment facilities. The site sections show two 
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specific areas with materials renderings the centralized design points, while black and white leave the 
general conditions without details. (See Fig .4~ 15) 
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Fig. 4-15: Site Sections 
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Entering at the side of the formal church wall, the path passes over the film studio, overlooking the 
studio field and then winds its way into the front buildings, the concrete office. The aim of this 
overlapping part of translucent path is to frame an enclosed space for observation, without disturbing 
the process of film making. To gain this aim successfully, my design instead will not have any diLe_ct 
ac~ss to the studio,Jmt.1ead people_!:o find a subtle an~igzag meth<2_d to getting do~ to the sp_~e. 
When the path enters in the front building, it starts to become transferred as big slopes, one climbs up 
to the upper lever of a restaurant, another one heads down to the first floor. Like the rainbow restaurant 
in NYC, the Longyang restaurant literally indicates a homosexual tradition. The tra_nsitig_11..b.~re is from a 
publics ace to a semi- rivate and mixed s ace. The path ends here by an abstract gateway, Longyang 
Restaurant which crosses over two existing buildings similar to the stone gateway which spans over the 
two paths, 
But the transition to another level of totally privacy is still continuing, from the longyang Restaurant, 
There is a slope up to the highest level. Behind the door there is a salon which serves for a certain 
gathering group and where privacy will be highly respected. The material that covers is the reflecting 
glass, which means if you are standing outside, you can't see inside, but if you are inside you can totally 
see through the glass to the outside. (See Figs. 4-16, 4-17, 4-18, 4-19, and4-20) 
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Fig. 4-16: Plan of the Film Stud io 
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Fig. 4-17: View from the Stagel 
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Fig. 4-18: the Transition Point of the Path 
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Transition of Visual Corridor " 
Fig. 4-19: Transition of the Visual Corridor at the Second Level 
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Fig. 4-20: Path to the Salon 
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At the southwestern part of the site, there is a big triangle courtyard formed by a cluster of Longtang 
housing. The in_goyerted space de_ter"-"nn=· n.o::a:..::t.::::es"-t!:!hi~·""-s .,,,a"'"'re=--~~=.J;:.:::=~"""'-=~'-1--"-="'-""~ 
p3rties .(See Fig. 4-21) 
The glass path travels at the second level, passing through the roof garden on top of the tea bar, 
preventing a direct view of the connection between the outside and the inside, leading to the ~g 
part and all~ as well as Duanxiu Bar. (See Figs. 4-22 and 4-23) 
There are dynamic layers where "to see" and "to be seen" come across. Under the bridge, divided by the 
tea bar, there are two doors; both have cutting sleeve patterns on it, indicating a gay bar is located inside. 
Made of reflecting glasses, the wall provides a one-way visual material, where only the audience inside 
see through to outside. If one stands outside in front of this big "mirror" and maybe enjoys the image of 
the self on the wall, the person maybe have no idea, at t~~same time, at the other side, there are someone 
who are actually watcIE:ng_ directly behind the glass. (~ee Figs. 4-26 and4-27) 
This is also the ~g~of two diff~nt spaces-~ pu~ic and private-- which a~aqj~celJt to e~h ~hg. Door 
sets are not only used to divide the space but also to symbolize the quality of space inside. On the door is 
the coding pattern with cutting sleeves, this sends a message about homosexuality. Behind the doors, 
the two paths, blue and brown shown in the Figure 4-24, will lead to two spaces, functionally isolated. 
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For those people who can decode and read these symbols and input a password accordingly, the doors 
will open and you will step into the courtyard, the pivot point of the freedom world of the homosexual 
community. 
On the ground, the doors and windows are removable to ensure an integration of space inside and out. 
The influence of the outside space allows the flexibility of programming around the inner square. For 
example, at night the dance section can be set up. (See Fig. 4-26) 
For privacy, there is another door inside the building which opens to the Duanxiu bar, and through the 
inner stairway, eventually people ascend to the highest level, thu @m named "in the mood for love", 
which overlooks the whole area with greatest feeling~t the highes _p.a.int.J1f...the_cm:nm.unity. 
(See Fig. 4-22, 4-23, 4-27 and 4-28) 
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Fig. 4-21: The T..:_ian~for Gay Bars 
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Fig. 4-22: Roof Plan 
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Fig. 4-23: Layer of the Visual Corridor 
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Fig. 4-24: Layers of Paths 
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Fig. 4-25: Under the Bridge, There are Two Doors 
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Fig. 4-26: View Inside of the Tea Bar 
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Fig. 4-27: The Grey Space in Between 
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Fig. 4-28: Inside View of Bridge 
Conclusion 
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Instead of saying this is a conclusion I am more likely to call this part a new point from where I will 
launch my new works to introduce homosexuality via various projects. 
Because of the short time of research and also because of limitations of my personal knowledge, as well 
as information and resources, I was not able to include the lesbian issues in this thesis and therefore 
generally homosexuality study may also be somehow superficial. 
Because it is a social work, as an architect, my study is limited within the design and plan field. To be 
successfully, more aspects need to be included in a future project such as philosophy, psychology, 
economy etc. The location of this project is in Shanghai, one of the biggest cities in China, and also is the 
city I am mostly familiar with, I wish in the future my research will go beyond Shanghai to a country 
broaden field. 
I am not interested in continuing an argument about the possibility of existence of such a homosexual 
community in China, I would be more interested in seeking an opportunity to build a sample housing for 
a homosexuality family which will push the argument, if one exists, to a real level. 
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